
Greenland
Hunting Trip

Hosted Hunting Trip With:

Explore Marvelous Greenland
Greenland offers a unique hunting experience
paralleled by none. The world's largest island is

home to abandoned Viking settlements, stunning
fjords, Arctic wildlife, and the unique Inuit culture. 

Highlighted Hunting
Muskox and Caribou

The All-Inclusive Experience
Fall hunt: August 1st-8th, 2023 takes place out of

three river camps with no internet. Camps are run
with heated tents, comfortable cots, and incredible

fresh food. Hunting is done via boat and boot leather
due to the mountainous valleys. 

https://www.thetravel.com/viking-culture-destinations-norse-fans-visit/


Kangerlussuaq is a little town built out of necessity for a
U.S. military base, but now is one of the major hubs for

the island. A large plane leaves 4 days a week from
Kanger and flies to Copenhagen, Denmark. This is the

recommended route of travel, rarely seeing delays. The
outfitter and his family have been hunting this area of
Greenland since before the US military base was even

built, pre-Cold War.  
 

Fall hunt:  August 1st-8th, 2023 takes place out of river
camps. All are concessions the outfitter leases from the

government. No other outfitters can hunt and locals
can't hunt these areas. Hunting is done via boat and
boot leather. Greenland is more mountainous than

most people expect. The muskox hang out in the valleys
that drain down into the main river. Once you find a
group in a good position, hunters need to make the

stalk and the shot. The caribou/reindeer usually spend
most of their time up in the remote valley bowls.

Finding a good bull isn't typically the hard part. It is
getting within range that can be the challenge. That
being said, most of our Caribou are taken within 100
yards. Sometimes the caribou work down the valleys

towards the river which is the ideal scenario for stalking
with a bow. 

 
Season: First of August through end of September
Cost: Fall Muskox or Caribou Only - $7,500.00 USD 
Fall Muskox and Caribou Combo - $10,500.00 USD

 
 
 
 

Details


